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Women Honor Seniors
At Best-loved Banquet
TUESDAY night the f.our Best-Loved senior women and their classmates were honored at the annual
Best-Loved Banquet in Colman. Best-Loved seniors,

..

chosen by vote of their classmates, included Suz Keller, Kaffie Pickens, Pat Sayre and Jane
Tibbetts.

..

THE BANQUET

began with the

introduction of the four best-loved,
who entered dancing the traditional minuet. Joan Elkins, Nora
·Bailey and Gail Hicks accompanied the dancers. After dinner
Maya Duesberg sang three Edith
Piaf songs accompanied by Janet
Schmalfeldt.
Oare Plebn recited Lewis Carroll's "The Walrus and the Carpenter'' using · several bats to depict the characters in the poem.
Anna Mack, Sue Furlong, Lori
Q.uinn and Cinny Russell then
gave a representation of life at
Lawrence in the 1920's.

BEST-LOVED winners, Suz Keller, Pat Sayre, Jane Tibbet s, and Kaffie Pickenf .

Senate Approves City Symposium;
Valukas Departs with Proposals
By DAVID R. BEAM
MONDAY night's Student Senate meeting was th_e last for the administration
headed by Tony Valukas. Bob Maleg, co-chairman of the Special Projects committee, said that ticket sales for the New Christy Minstrel concert now total $2,400.

•

'

This is some $2100 short of projected expenses.
HOWEVER. Maleug noted, this
deficit at this point is ".not too
bad considt::-ring some of the difficulties we've had with local news
media.,,
Charlie Clapp, the other cochairman, asked each representative to tum in lists of performers requested by their constituncies for the Spring concert. Earl~r this term it was determined
that some jazz musician or group
would .appear.
At the meeting's close, after
counting these ballots, Clapp said
the most favored performers were
Dave Brubeck, Ray Charles, Gerry Mulligan and 'Stan Getz in that
order.
VALUKAS announced that at the
last Student..jFaculty committee
rneeting the possibility of changing visiting hours in men's donns
and fraternity houses was discussed.
It was proposed that women be
allowed · in men's dorms until 1
am. on Friday and Saturday
nights. Hours in women's dorms
would remain the same.
One representative, noting Guy
Vitale's write-in candidacy for
president, asked what restrictions
were placed on unofficial candidates.
VALUKAS explained that the
new constitution restricted such
candidates from gi~ing formal
speeches or. holding debates, using
a public address system or using
costumes and other- "bandwagon"
publicity measures.
As the meeting drew to a close,
one representative moved that
PHILOSOPHY CLUB

The Philosophy club will
meet at 8 p.m. next Monday in
library 102. William Boardman
of the University of Minnesota
will talk on "Russell's Arguments for Sense-Data." All interested are invited to attend.

·
·
President Valukas be congratulated on "a superb job" during the
past year. and asked for a "co~
mendation for the other officers.''
Unanbnous applause indicated approval of the motion.
Remarking on his year in office,
Valukas congratulated the representative body for their "remarkable ability and willingness to
work.''
HE URGED that, in the future,
the group be willing to discuss
new proposals, to continue taking
steps forward as it had during his
term.
Admitting that his position had
"at times been a burden," sometimes demanding 40 hours a week,
be felt that it had been "tremendously worthwhile." both in terms
of accomplishment and satisfac·tion from working with other students.
He suggested that perhaps many
of the projects begun this year
should :be continued in the future.
In addition, he recommended that
three particular subjects were
worthy of more attention.
FIRST, Valukas recommended
that the student counseling system
be examined. Saying that he felt
the system was in many ways "an
excellent one," he indicated that
it might well benefit from reconsideration.
His second proposal was that
more projects like the Tougaloo
exchange last year might be sponsored in the future.
At the same time, funds from
the Talent show or other events
might be channeled into worthwhile social action. This year,
proceeds will ibe donated to the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating
committee.
NOTING a 1Downer tradition,
Valukas recommended that a
"Faculty Follies" mi,ght he presented by Lawrence faculty and
administration. A show of this
nature, held at Downer every four
years, enjoyed wide popularity.

At the Senate meeting two
weeks ago, iplans for a symposium
on city planning were presented
by· John Davis and Elliott Bush.
Bush explained that the purpose
of the symposium would be to discuss city planning in general and
plans for Lawrence and Appletx>n
in particular. He pointed out that
Appleton is now engaged in Project 70, a series of major changes
and innovations which will have
repercussions for the college community.
THE conference, Bush said, will
cover a topic of ever-increasing
importance and should prove to
be of interest to many students.
Support for his plans, he reported, has already been given by
members of the administration.
The symposium ls tentatively
scheduled for Saturday, April 10.
The program would include a
morning convocatioµ, afternoon
seminars, a reception and an
evening panel discussion.
The total cost of the event
would be about $800; Bush said
$500 had already been promised
from various admin i s t r a t i o n
sourees. He asked the Senate to
act as co-sponsor, contributing
$200 and providing student assistance in carrying out the event.
A MOTION to that effect was
presented and voted approval. Interested students are asked to
contact either Bush or Davis.
Charlie Clapp announced that a ·
note he bad received from Donald L. Vorpahl, the public events
co-ordinator, said that deadlines
for events to be listed in the public events calendar had been
cbanged. From now on, he said,
all calendar information must be
turned in to Wilson house by the
12th of every month.
ENCAMPMENT PE.T fflONS
Encampment petitions .are
due by midnight Sunday, Feb.
28, to Sue Eaton, Colman, or
Tony Valukas, Phi Delt house.

After the skit Mrs. Bruce
Brackenridge, the main speaker,
gave her impression of the place
of the woman in American society today.
THE PROGRAM ended with the
traditional original farewell song
led by Betty Wurm.
Jody Pauni and Prilla Larsen,
co-chairmen of LWA, were in
charge of the even&.
Committee chairmen included
Ruth Charlton, tickets; Tina
Drott, invitations ; 1Bonnie Cremer, voting; Jan Watson, decora-

tions; , Anna Mack, entertainment;
Barb Bereman, publicity; Judy
Pauni and Prilla Larsen, costumes and flowers; and Sue
Eaton, programs and placecards.

Concert Band Goes
On Three-Day Toar
The Lawrence Symphonic band
today began a three-day concert
tour of south central Wisconsin.
The band, conducted by Fred C.
Schroeder, professor of music, has
an itinerary including public performances in Hartland, Reedsburg
andOmro, with an afternoon cilnic
for high school bandsmen scheduled in Reedsburg on Saturday.
Programs on the tour will include performances of the "Concerto in C !Major
Piccolo and
Band," transcribed from a work
'by Antonio Vivaldi; it features
Conservatory junior Nan Orthmann.
Also on this program are a 1964
'"Stratford Suite" based on episodes in Shakesperean plays, by
Canadian composer - conductor
Howard Cable; and a suite, "La
Fiesta Mexicana," written in 1954
'by American composer Owen
Reed.

for

Swanson, Allen Will Lead
In Isben's 'The Wild Duck'
By MARTHA J. VIRTUE
THE CASTS and crew for Ibsen's "The Wild
Duck," this term's major theatre production, are in
the final st:i ges of preparation for their opening a,s
8:15 pm. Wednesday, Feb. 24, in

Stansbury theatre. The play, directed by Joseph A. Hopfensperger, assistant professor of
theatre and drama, will run
through Saturday, Feb. 17.
"THE WILD DUCK" is a comitragedy, a drama of love and hate,
ambition, frustration and warped .
feelings of duty. The plot revolves
around the Ekdal family : Hjalmar, played by Jack Swanson, a
man with a dream of success; his
father, Old Ekdal, played by Jeff
Jones, whose business association
with the Old Werle <iBill Barton)
has brought the family to bankruptcy; the wife Gina <Alice
Wilde), a woman of simplicity and
practicality; and the daughter
Hedwig ('Susie Cartwright l whose
deep love for her father is tragically rejected and misused.
The Ekdals are a poor but comparatively happy family until
Gregors Werle (P. K. Allen), a
hopelessly perverted idealist, decides that a "truly happy" marriage must be based on "truth."
With the hope df encouraging a
"spiritual upheaval" in his friend
Tjalmar, Gregors discloses an incident which occurred fourteen
years before and causes Hjalmar
to mistrust his former happiness
and to reject his wife and his
daughter.
'REl'.i.JNG <Winsor Whiton) a
friend and neighbor of the Ekdals ,
attempts to warn Gregors of the
effect which his revelation might
have upon the family, but Gre,gors refuses to listen. He is caught
up with his "claim of the ideal,"
and rejects Re1ling's arguments
for allowing the existence of " the
saving lie."

Gunter Roos is assistant director of the production; Ted Katzoff
will .act as stage manager. Mem..
.bers · of the cast include Kathy
Lipp, Tom Bmun, Mike Ward,
Dave Streit, Kim Dammers, Jbn
Stiles, Cooper Wood, Rufus Cadigan, Ed Tobias, Steve Custer,
Liisa Pirhonen, Cathy Lund, Ann
Cerny, Clare Plehn, John O'Boyle
and Peter Niss.
Crew chiefs
•be !BHl Wolff,
construction; Debbie Waite, paint;
Jim iLannon, lights; Chuck Hoffman, sound ; Ben Til,ghman,
props ; Cheri Torkelson, costume;
Sandy MdDonald and Charlie
Clapp, ushers.
Tickets for "The Wild Duck,"
free with a student activities card,
may be obtained at the Stansbury
box office from 12 noon until 6
p.m. !Monday through Saturday.

will

SEC ELECTIONS
The annual election for Student Senate president will be
held next Monday, Feb. 22.
Candidates for the office are
Mark Saltzman and Curtis
Buchholtz. Guy Vitale has run
as a write-in candidate. Installation of the president will
take place on Monday evening.
Polls for the election will be
open from 8 to 12 p.m. in Main
hall and the Music-Drama center and from 12 to 4:30 p.m.
in the Union.
Elections for Vice-President
and Trea<iurer will be held
Monday, March 1. Platforms
of the candidates appear on
p ages. ::< X ana seven.
0
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From tbe Ediforlal Board

As V alukas Steps Down
Within two weeks a new president will take office
in the St udent Senate. As Tony Valukas steps down, it
seems appropriate for us to take a moment to reflect
on the Student Senate and Valukas's concepti,on of student government as mirrored in his achievements. of
the past year.
In his platform published in the February 7, 1964,
issue of the Lawrentian, Valukas said, "It is the responsibility
the students of this college to work ~or
those projects or in those areas in which they are m_terested, change what they feel needs to be change_d
and p,articipate to the extent that they try to see their
ideas become action."
"Inaction breeds nothing but apathy," he continued. "It is upon the premise that there is much to be
done and that given a chance, we will accept the resp.on~bility, that I am running for SEC president."
During his administration he was neither inactive
nor apathetic: to encourage student action he c~rr~e?
out his platform proposals.; among the more s1gmf1cant were the suggestion of an academic aims conference to increase students' awareness of the world
around them-their aims and goals, the Lawrence
community and how the latter can help them to achievtl
the former · and the suggestion of a civil rights week
to help st~dents relate their .own private, academic
world to the outside community and its current problems.
In an effort to make Lawrence student government
as effective as possible. Valukas's administrator has
brought under close scrutiny the representational system as the bat.kbone of SEC and the constituti:on as it.s
framework. Where there was dissatisfaction and inadequacy, · he made provisions for necessary changes
while maintaining the best of tbe past.
And he . did all this without losing his sense of humor: he kept his ability to make incisive, witty obser·
vations not only about others but also about himself.
In fact, his presence lightened the tone of our editorial board meetin~s, for he could see the underlying
humor in many situations.
The Lawrentian feels that for his . flexible administration and for his nromotion of the position of student government at Lawrence, Tony Valukas deserves
our commendation.
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ED DUSOWSKY

Friday. February 19-

and

WRA Folk Dance festival: 8
p.m., Experimental theatre
North, Sabin, College and Washington houses open house,

GORDON LUTZ

8-itil ,p.m.
Saturday. February 20-

RECENTLY, there has been a strong revival via TV
of World War II glory road pictures-the J,ohn Wayne
variety. In constant contact with current affairs, i. e.

All-college swimming, 2 p.m.
Wrestling vs. Carroll, 2 p.m.
Beta Party. 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Phi Tau-KD pledge formal
Sunday. February 21-

Film Classics - "Good Soldier
Schweik" <German): 1 :30 and
7:30 p.m., Youngchild l&l
Organ recital: 4 p.m., All
Saints' Episcopal Church
Tuesday, February 23-

Swimming vs. Stevens Point,
4 p.m.
SS Concert---New Christy Minstrels: 7:30 and 9:15 p.m.,
Chapel
Wednesday, February 24LWA meeting: 6:45 p.m. , Union
Thursday, February 25Senior recital-Shirley Barstow,
soprano: 8:15 p.m., Harper
Friday, February~
Student recital : 2:30 p.m., Harper
Faculty meeting: 4:30 p.m.,
Harper
Basketball vs. Cornell, 7:30 p.m.
Sig Ep-DG Auction
Saturday, February Z'/Basketball v1. Grinnell, 1:30
p.m.
Swimming vs. Beloit, 1:30 p.m.
Delt-AD Pi-A Chi O pledge formal: 8: 30 p.m. to I a.m .. Menasha hotel

the Viet Nam situation, Film
Classics presents a pacifist's satirical comment on war.
"THE Good Soldier Schweik,"
based on the Czech novel by Ha. sek, portrays Josef Schweik's
<Reing Ruhmann) misadventures
in . the army which begin with the
blatant social error of freely expressing his thoughts.
Europe ls about to erupt illto
World War I. Scbweik Is at peace
In his Austrian pub. A casual
comment about 'the flies dirtying
the pidure of the Emperor introduces a scene bordering on the
absurd.
A government spy misunderstands and Schweik is drafted.
After a hilarious sequence of psychiatric tests, he is made "certified idiot."
ONE of the better sequences is
Schweik's encounter with a Russian soldier. Here director Axel

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's Pipe Shop

Von Ambessar hl~igli_ts Hase_k's
statements on the iromes of life_
Schwelk and the Russian exchange pictures-a French nude
for a family picture, and at theend of the scene. unifonns. '11te
film is good comecly, but notice
the direct.or's use of death and destruction to · highlight satire.
A popular magazine, Newsweek, writes in a recent review
that ''Ruhmann is one of the
world's great comedians. . . .
<He> is Candide older, fatter..
more rumpled but as stupid and
happy as ever, in a stupid but
miserable world. . . . He is a
Teutonic W. C. iFields, totally absurd and totally wonderful, rip-ping 'apart the Austrian bureaucracy and military high command."
WITHIN a few weeks "Marriage, Italian Style" should beshowing in .the Appleton area. For ·
a picture made to pro'fit on the ·
unexpected success of "Divorce.
Italian Stlye," it proves to be a
highly entertaining film. Sophia
Loren and IMastroanni star iQ itp
DiSica directs and that former
Italian citizen, Carlo Pvnti, prodll<!es it.

THERE'S NO DOUBT ABDUT IT!

Gold Cushion

Medicinals, Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics and
Prompt, Courteous Se"ice

Appleton's Finest

•

Billiard Recreation
Center

BELLING

519 W . College

"The Pharmacy Nearest to Campus"

13 Brunswick Gold
Crown Tables

204 East Cellege Avenue

All Types of Knitting Material

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP

Come to

for appointment

KNITTING ARTS

Dial RE 9-1805

231 East College A\'e.
231 East Gollege Ave.
Appleton, Wis.

10% DISCOUNT for COLLEGE STUDENTS

MARK'S the WORD
FOR AN
and the

ENJOYABLE EVENING

Game goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola gives you that big, bold taste.
Always just right,
never too sweet ... refreshes best.
things

go

b~~th

Coke
-·

Drink -

&P~
.,., .:H• •

-

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Compa~y by,

LaSalle Bottling Company, Oshkosh, Wiscomin

Appleton Gallery
of Arts
Present a New "Twist"
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The smash prize-winning muiscal comedy that took London
and Broadway by storm!
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i Based on the Char-les Dickens

The Seaway Suite
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MOTOR HOTEL

Accomodotions for Groups to 465
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t Ap,>leton
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I

classic, "Oliver Twist"

Sr. High School

Auditorium

j
.

Tickets on Sale at
I
i N'ewman's, App. ,.
Il
RE 3.•4449
I
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Fred Lerdahl Gains Award
~or Musical Compositio.n s
FRED LERDAHL, a conservatory senior, is among
a group of award-winning Wisconsin composers whose
works are scheduled for a public concert later this
month at the University of Wisconsin..Milwaukee. ·
LERDAHL'S "Four Son~ of Departure" will be presented at 8
p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 23, at the
school's fine arts building.
Assisting in their performance
will be Marl Taniguchi, soprano,
associate professor of music; Kristin Webb, flutist, instructor in mu,.
sic; ~th Dahlke, obols&; Elba·
beth Zethmayr, vlolinls&; and Marlon Wolfe Ming, cellist.

"
•

The program honors state composers who won the 1964 Wisconsin
Composer's Contest in June. Lerdahl's songs gained him .a first
place in that category; his "Piano
Suite" and "Quartet for Violin,
Viola, Clarinet and •Piano" earned
firsts in their divisions. '!be

Christy Minstrels Recreate
Spirit of Civil War Group

RELIGION SPEECHES
Anyone .lnterestetl ·In oMafll.
Ing copies of the major addresses of tbe Rellgioh ID
Life conference should comae&
Chuck Bemdaon, extension 358,

THE NEW Christy Minstrels will give two evening concerts at 7 :30 p.m. and
9:15 p.m. Tuseday, Feb. 23, in the Lawrence Memorial chapel. ''What we try
for," says Randy Sparks, leader of the new Christy Minstrels, "is middle-of-theroad fun music." Sparks originally thought of reviving the name
of a pre-Civil War group of minstrels created !by Edwin "Po~"
Christy.
THE NEW Christy !Minstrels are

*

one of the "healthiest spectacles
imaginable." 'f.hey run in from
the wings, line up, start foot-tapping and burst into · song.
They win their eudiences with
a "warm good cheer that makes
everybody at least a vicarious
.m.Jnstrel." Time magazine calls
them "the surest thing in polyunsaturated folk music since the
Kingston Trio."
Pops Christy, who died when he
jumped from the window of his
residence in New York, originated
the type of minstrelry that was
popular in pre-Civil War entertainment places.
SPARKS decided to use the
"'old" Christy Minstrels as a musical pattern only. He dispensed
with the jokes, solo acts and
blackface makeup that were trademarks of the old Christies, but

TWO TO SpeaR. AbOU.f
DUCR.1..,
ISben,S 'W.ld
I
1..

.

'

Mortar Board wil present the
second in a series of talks entitled "The Play' s the Thing" at
1: 30 p. m. Sunday in the Riverview lounge.
Phil Shallat and Leonard 0 .
Pinsky, assistant professor of
philosophy, will discuss ·Henrik
Isben's "The Wild Duck" and other works prior to the Lawrence
University theatre's presentation
next Thursday through Saturday.
There will be a similar discussion before ,the production of "The
Beggar's Opera," to ·b e. given
May 1 through 15.

kept their style of hamlOny and
spirit of fun.
Sparks originally planned the
Christies as a r:ecording group,
but Columbia records requested
tW they stay together and build
an "in-person vitality."
This
lively" stage presence bas been the
source of their many concert and
night club successes.
Their first engagement, when
they were booked for a week at
Hollywood's Troubadour cafe, lasted three months.
CROWDS jammed the entrance
and lined up around the block.
Moving east, they began their now
famous engagement at Broadway's Latin Quarter.
The members of the New Christy Minstrels are known for tbeir"composite good looks, distinctive folk harmonizing and expert
musicianship."
Sparks, in commenting on how
he chose the members of the
group, said, "I looked for the allAmerican boy or girl who had no
political com p 1 a i n t s anybody
would be interested in."
THE Christies' record a}bwns
have sold over two million copies.
Some of their popular singles are

before

"Today," "Saturday Night" and
"Green, Green." Their multilin.gual repertory has made them
,popular in 1121 countries around
the world.
'Reserve seat tickets are on sale
for $2.50, $2 and $1. '15 in the Lawrence university box office in the
IMusic-sDrama - center.

Senior Will Present
Public Voice Recital
Shirley Barstow will present a
public voice recital at 8:15 p.m.·
Thursday, Feb. 25, in Harper

hall.

.

Miss Bartow is a stude~ of
Mari Taniguchi. associate profes.wr of music. She is a major in
applied voice study.
Her program will include works
of Webern, Massenet and Cantelolibe. It will feature the Schumann "'Liederkries," set to poemct
by Eicbdorff.

WINTER TERM EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Tuesday, March 16
8:30 a.m........................ All classes meeting at 1:10 MW F
Anthropology 38 ·
1:00 p.m..... . ...... . . . ......... All classes meeting at 9:"8 MW F
Music Edocatioli 34
Wednesday, March 17
8:30 a.m. . ......... , ..... . ...... All classes meeting at 8:00 T T S

English 21; Government 41; Government 51; Home Economi~ 32
1:30 p.m.......... . ...... .. ..... AH classes meebing· at 9:20 TT S
·

CORRECTION
The first paragraph of the
story headed "Buehboltz c;ttes
.Action" in Monday's paper was
misprinted. It is here reprmt..
ed correclly In toto.
"The essence of Curt Bueh-

Thursday, March 18
8:30 a.m.......... . ............. All classes meeting at 2:30 MW F
F.conomics 53
1:00 p.m. •..... ; ............••. All classes nieeting at 8:00 M W F

holtz's platform as candidate
for president of the student ·
Senate is that "the function of
SS Is action." Be feels that
through a process .of appraisal
the pertinent responsibilities
and privileges of the Senate
can be evaluated and its seope
redefined. Ire strongly advocates that the Senate realhe its
duty to be the "sounding
board" for student opinion and
that it initiate activities which
wUI affect the student

tomorrow.

awards were made in conjunction
with the state fair last August.
HE SPENT eight weeks last
summer in residence at the Berkshire Music center, Lennox, Mass.,
·on a partial schGlarship from the
Boston Sy m ·P hony orchestra.
While there, his ''Sonata for Two
Pianos;, and a set of chamber music variations were given premiere performances.

Friday, Mardi 19
8:30

.

a.m. ..... . ................. All classes meeting at 10:40 MW F

.~********************************************
The OUTAGAMIE COUNTY BANK
~

'

..''

direct-

"Appleton's Most Convenient Bank"
M E MB E R

F. D. L C.

".f:~*t,,*l,,**""**""**""**""**""·*·*·*·*·*·*·•·*·*'*"*'*"*,t,+*'*"*'*"*'*"**,t,+*'*"*'*"*'*"*'*"*'*"*'*"*'*"*'*"*'*'*'*'*'*'*'*'*...
*.,.,*"**"**"**.,.,*...
*"**!··'

ly."

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART
and DRAFTING MATERIALS

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN. Inc.

209 East College Avenue

Appleton, Wisconsin
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·CLIFF'S BARBER SHOP I~
I
115 North Morrison
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

Friday Noon Until
Monday, 9 a.m.

$4.00

A Day -Plus 10e a Mile

PARISIENNE • PRICES FROM $100 TO •1200

"the store of friendly,
helpful service"

Jewelers

105 East Franklin Street

APPLETON
For Reservations Call

RE 4-2346
~

Sam Belinke

%02 E. C8LLEGE AVE.
<Just 2 blocks
campus>

from

College at Oneida

"Your Trusted Jeweler"

When in West Berlin

Loriot Albert's BUCHHANDLUG
By the FREE UNIVERSITY
Dahlem GarystraSBe 46
Berlin 33
Phone. 76 43 68
Tired of Conkey's .... Try us!

RECORDS
Special Discounts to Lawrence Students

Schulz Music Co.
208 E. College Ave.
RE 4-1454

Hear •••

PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
9:30-10:30 •.••

on WHBY -

1230 on EYery Dial

Three Foundations
Give Science Grants
Three foundations have recently presented to Lawrence grants
for work in the sciences.
The du Pont company has given
$.5,000 to advance teaching; the
Shell Companies Foundation, inc.,
has given $1,500 for the professional development of individual
faculty members; and · Wilkie
Brothers foundation, DesPlaines,
m., has given $10,000 for shop
equ.qtnent in Youngchild ball.
The du Pont award, of which
$2,500 is designated for chemistry and $2,500 for other subjects
important in the education of scientists and engineers. was part
of a national program in which
more than $1,800,000 was given to
167 educational institutions.
The Shell Assists program, in
which Lawrence is represented
for the eighth time, allows faculty members to attend professional meetings, to do personal research and publish the results and
to travel. It has been assigned
to mathematics, physics and
chemistry.
The Wilkie Brothers · foundation
gift will enable Lawrence to purchase a precision surfaee grinding machine, hand tools, instruments and other measuring devices as well as to repair existing equipment. Dr. J . Bruce
Brackenridge, chairman of the
physics department, was liason
officer for the award.

Art Center Shows
African Sculpture
1birty graphics by Leonard
Ba.skin and an equal number of

Monday & Friday 9 to 9
Other Weekdays 9 to 5 :30

Showboat
by

Thermo-Jae

Showboat
Shift

$12.98

Here comes ThermoJ ac's Showboat ~f crisp

fresh Foute] polyester
and cotton. with superb
good looks that last!
Showboat colors of Baton Rouge, Natchez
Blue or Delta Green in
fabulous fitting junior
sizes 5 to 15.

African sculptures ranging from
carved masks through jewelry
are on display during February
at Worcester Art center.
Baskin is listed in "Who's Who
in Art" as a faculty member,
sculptor and graphic artist at
S m i t h college, Northampton,
Mass. He is the holder of a long
list of honors and awards for his
work as a sculptor, print-maker
and publisher of fine books. In
addition, Baskin is a distinguished connoisseur and an eloquent
advocate of humanism and high
standards of integrity in art.
Baskin studied at Yale School
of Fine Arts·, the New School in
New York, in Paris and with
Mamice Glickman. He has been
a Tiffany and a Guggenheim fellow.
The African sculpture shown in
addition to the Baskin graphics
come from Liberia, the Congo,
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, the Ivory
Coast and the French Sudan.

AT THE duplicate bridge tournament on February 7.
Carol Johnsrud aria Tim Knabe won the north-south
game while Bill Wolff and Ed Tobias won the eastwest game.

F ,~ench Theatre to Present
'L'Annonce Faite a Marie'
''LE TRETEAU de PARIS," a touring French theatre
company, will present a French language performance
of Paul Claudel's play, "L' Annonce Faite a Marie'·
<"The Tidin~ Brought to !Mary">
at 8 lp.m. !Monday. March 8, in
Stansbury theatre.
THE EVENT is sponsored by
Lawrence, the University of Wisconsin-Fox Valley center, St. Nor·
bert college, •Ripon college and
Wisconsin State university-Oshkosh.
"Le Treteal," whoae name
means literally "portable boards"
or '"stage" of ·P aris. began Its annual French govenunent-sponsored tours of American college ftd
antverslty campuses In 1958. Since
then. lb campus visits have grown
from 11 to 55 in 19".

The company has been in the
Fox valley in each of the last four
years. It first played on the Osh·
kosh campus, then at !Lawrence,
and last at the Fox Valley center.
"LE TRETEAU" was founded
by Jean de Rigault to play classical drama, such as Racine's "Britannicus," and Moliere's "'11le
Misanthrope." In i9612 came a
switch to contemporary classics
with productions of Sartre and
Ionesco plays.
"L'Annonce Fafte • Marie" is
perhaps Claadel's most popular
The playwright, who Hved
1868-1955, was an eloquent
Catholic spokesman, and one of
the leading men of Fl'.ench letters
in his time.
play.
from

'1.JAnnonce" is concerned with
the physical-spiritual cycle of
death and rebirth. Its translator,

Can't Decide How to Vote?
Neither Can Frank and Pat
We Guarantee Bipartisan
Atmosphere

FRAIi and PAT, PIZZA
PALACE
815 West College Ave.

Actors with the company

ere

among Fl'ance's stage luminaries,
including Madeleine Vimes, Chris.
tine Fersen, Germaine Delbat.
Jean Bolo, Paul Deseombes .ad_
Jean-Claude Bercq. Fowieen ae-tors travel in all.

Tickets are available at theLawrence university box office.
between the hours of 12 and 6
p.m. on weekdays.

Dana to Discuss
U.S. Trade Poli~y
A third · topic in the current
Great Decisions series, "Trade,
Food and Dollars-What Policies
for the United States?" will be
discus.5ed by James D. Dana, assistant professor of economics, at
a luncheon meeting at 12 noon,
Thursday, Feb. 25, in Colman
hall.
' Dana's talk is .part of an eightweek series of foreign policy discussions being conducted by the
Foreign Policy association in cooperation with the Lawrence
Alumni asSQCiation.
The series includes weekly
luncheons, topic presentations and
public discussions by campus and
community participants.
Dana joined the faculty in 1961;
he is chairman of the economics
department. He earned his bachelor of science -degree at Yale
university, and studied at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

RE 4-9131

For DISTINCTIVE
MERCHANDISE
Treasure Box
Gift Shop
f:REE DGRM DELIVERY on Two or More Pizzas
Until 1:00

Jr. Dreuea--Pran~~a Second Floor Fashion.a

Wallace Fowlie, speaks of its two
levels of meaning, one .. a simple domestic drama," and the
other "a mystery play." Its setting revolves around the lives of
the peasants and farmers of the
locality of Combernon in the 15th
century.
DIRECTOR of "L'Annonce" is
Pierre Franck, who has twice won
the coveted French •Drama Circle
Award, once in .1962 for this same
production of Claudel' s wort.
Franck has long been associated
with France's leading residence
and touring companies as writer,
producer and director.

a.m.

We welcome you to come
in and browse
313 E. College Ave.
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To the Editor:
As a member of the Lawrence
University community, I am concerned with the upcoming election for SS president. If Mark
Saltzman is elected, the Lawrentian' s irresponsible, contradictory
editorial in support of Saltzman
will have played no small part.

If anyone with half the intelligence necessary for admittance
to Lawrence would read the respective platforms. of Saltzman
and Buchholtz, they would notice
that Mark's "philosophical" set of
ideas are much more vague than
the rather clearly listed points of
action suggested by Buchholtz.
The Lawrentian editorial board,
whose opinion is no more absolute than any other studetns', stated in the last issue of the paper
that "Buchholtz's specific (a
word unknown ,to Saltzman> proposals are in general valuable
although subject. to normal platform vagueness.''
The editorial board concedes
for the most part that Buchholtz' s proposals are "valid" and
"valuable" and would give "scope
and flexibility" to SS. However,
th£/ feel that despite these favorable points, Mark Saltzman has a
better program.
What does it include? Besides
an unnecessary but eye-catching
federation of midwest colleges,
some less than earthshaking plans
for "variety shows," "traveling
art shows" and the like.
How do these compare with
Curt's plans for convo renovation, making WLFM AM, increase
of student employee wages to go

along with nsmg tuition fees.
making budgets available to SS
committee heads early enough to
give them proper consideration,
etc.? Obviously not too wen.
The editors base their support
for Mark on his philosophy of
government which emboclies "a
greater flexibility (the same word
they use to describe Curt's proposals) of outlook." On ,the .other
hand, Buchholtz's philosophy is
what the editors "question most."
It is true that Curt's philosophy
may have appeared less flexible-a contradiction-because a lack
of ambiguity may appear superficially to be a lack of flexibility.
I maintain that Curt Buchholtz
proposed a more constructive ,
practical, "valuable" platform
than did Mark Saltzman; just
read the~ again and decide for
yourself.
This platform, combined with
his broader qualifications, make,
in my opinion and in that of many
others, Curt Buchholtz the best
candidate for Student Senate
president.
MICHAEL BARRASII

• • •
To the Editor:
As one of the seemingly few remaining "old fashioned" conservatives, I would like to make
several comments about the current library survey being conducted by the Student Senate.
First of all, I was under the
impression that a college was administered by the administration
and the faculty, for the education
and benefit of all concerned,

Report from Berlin
Because of an Increasing emphasis at Lawrence on supercampus aff.airs, the Lawrentian is printing the first in a series
of reports from i~ Berlin correspondent, Daniel Fellman.
Fellman arrived in West Berlin approximately two weeks ago; .
during his spare time he studies ,at the Berlin Goethe institute and plans to remain in West Berlin for nine months before returning to Lawrence.

By DANIEL FELLMAN
IMPRESSIONS of East and West Berlin are
rapidly piling up. There is here a mixture of Germauness which I guess you'd find in small villages of the
Black Forest and the Americanness which you find in larger
European cities.
LAST . Sunday night I saw the
movie "Lawrence von Arabia"
with German dubbed in. American movies albound (eg. "Das war
die Wilde Weste" or "How the
West Was Won," and ''Die Unersattlichen" or "The Carpetbaggers").
The way the l.atter movie is advertised is something to see.
Other American favorites are Tarzan and Jane, James Bond,
Frankenstein and any Western.
Germans are now producing their
own "westerns" filmed on the
plains of Yugloslavia.

This afternoon rm going to see
the Dahlen museum, where the
famous bust of the Egyptian
queen Nefertiti is. ·fhe museum
i!S supposed to have a fantastic
art collection as well as a good
section on the Volkenrunde (customs of the Germanic peoples).
LAST 'Saturday in East Berlin
I visited the MU5eum for German
History. I have never seen such
a mixture of propaganda and history. It was fantastic.

They had on public display proof
that Heinrich Lubke was and ls
an active practitioner of the
Nazi methods. There is a big sign.
"How much longer must this go
on? ..
They also had conclusive evidence attesting to the heroism of
Walter Ulbricht. Extremely villainous were Harry Truman and
the American staff in Berlin following the war.
I RAN into a little trouble on
this East Berlin jaunt. I was arrested by Ealst Berlin iborder police at Checkpoint Charlie for a
little black market transaction.
They held me for only four hours
of questioning.
When I returned home here in
West Berlin , my family said that
acquaintances of theirs have been
imprisoned for four to nine
months for the same crime. My
frunily said I got off easy because
I'd only been in Europe a couple
of weeks and because I had an
American passport,
It was still a stupid thing for me
to have done, 1b ut you know the
old saying, "Nothing ventured,"
etc.

- ·----

..

which I had thought included the
students.
I had also thought that administrators and faculty members
held these posilions because of
their abilities to run the services
of the college and guide the students.
Apparently, a ,r eversal is in the
making by which we students
have suddenly come upon a vast
new understanding of all the
problems involved in the administration of a college, and therefore we have a right <or is it a
duty?> to inform those previously
in charge of the changes · which
are necessary.
Now I've heard that in our democratic society all people have
the right to petition, to free
speech, etc. and in applying these
rights that students can therefore
agitate for changes.
It seems to me, however, that
be
given to the problems involved in
proposing changes, specifically
changes pertaining to the library.

some consideration should

For one thing, it should be recognized that for one night the library is open, someone has to be
available to work at the desk. I
had thought ,t hat the adult library
help, as well as the student help,
should have one night a week
when working was not necessary.
Since most people consider Saturday night a "holiday," this
would seem a logical evening to
be closed. Furthermore, considering pre-exam week, students
who work in the library do take
courses and therfore must also
study for exams. Or is it that you
would advocate having adult help
work those additional Saturday
nights at double-time perhaps?
The system of overdue notices
has recently been changed (without Student Senate agitation> so
that upon receiving the first notice, in most cases, time is still
allowed for immediate return of
the hook without .a fine. In many
libraries even a 7-day grace . period is not allowed without a fine.
Furthermore, reserve books are
placed on reserve to allow as many
students as possible who are in
need of the book to use it. If no
one is waiting for the book at
9:20 when you return it, you are
allowed to sign it out again until
noon for use in the library.

If no one kept a book out past
its time due, a fine system would
not be necessary. Since some few
people still do not heed the time
due, perhaps the fines are not
large enough to induce the needed co-operation.
Our first step as students should
be greater respect for the prevailing rules and greater cooperation
within the current system. If the
measures used now to insure the
circulation of books are not sufficient, we are not living up to
the responsibilities which should
go along with the privileges we
are now granted.
Even though it may be just a
few who are now taking unfair
advantage of what is offered, it
appears to me that the proper di·
rection of student efforts at improvement of the system would
be t hrough individual cooperation.
And perhaps one rrught give
some thought to the aspect of appreciation, not only in the library
but in all the areas of administration which are too often taken
for granted.
PATRICIA E. OSWALD

Student Project in Newark
Attempts to Eliminate Slum
By M. C. VANDERWAL
LAST SUMMER a thousand students from all parls
of the country traveled to Mississippi and brought to
the nation's consciousness the daily reality of poverty
and racism. With the formation
of work projects in the South, a ditions ...
significant aspect of the recent
Hayden describes successful atstudent political revival has gone tacks on the faulty garbage collargely unnoticed.
lecting system. the lack of stred
UNDER the initiative of Stulighting, the lack of repairs by
dents for Democratic Society, sev- the slumlords and inadequate reperal hundred students stayed in resentation on the city council.
.t he North last summer to work
"Today- nmnbers of people,
against poverty and inequality in probably in the hundreds, live in
large urban centers.
better conditions because of presSDS now has programs in Chi- sures, or the threat of pressure,
cago. Cleveland, Boston, &lti- on their landlords; today kids
more, Newark. San Francisco have play streets in several parts
and other large cities. They are of Clinton Hill."
attempting to develop block orHAYDEN names the threat of
ganizations and economic plan- urban renewal as the largest unning in slum areas that go far be- mediate problem which the comyond the earlier racial demands. munity faces. Some wish to reIn Newark, New Jersey, for ex- place the present homes with a
ample, SDS f.ield workers have light industrial park; others plan
helped local people in the largely to "rehabilitate" the homes to
Negro section of Clinton Hill to make them fit for middle class
organize against the smell of rats occupation.
"While these designs are tak-:and sewage in their slum houses
and to face the lar,ger issue of a ing place, slumlords and other
city urban renewal program.
profiteers are cramping more
THE renewal program for Clinf.amilies in the houses and taking
ton Hill is designed to replace more money out."
homes with a light industrial
Hayden continues, "We are saypark, thus forcing the relocation ing that the city should not eliminate the poor in favor of a new
of hundreds of famHies.
Through the efforts of SDS work- middle class, but stand as a polers. people in the area have join- itical representative of the poor
ed together in block organizations in this state and in the nation as
for rent strikes and massive pto- a whole."
tests at city hall for housing reSDS PLANS to expand the Clinhabilitation rather than urban re- ton Hill progr·a m to include the
newal.
white working class section of
Torn Hayden, a former editor Newark, tb Jersey City and from
of the University of Michigan there to Paterson, Passaic '.1i1d
Daily and presently a field work- Elizabeth.
er in the Newark Community
Hayden states the need for both
Union project, stated in a recent summer and full-time wor kers on
letter to SDS, "We started seven the se projects. " Students espemonths ago, and created lives for cially ought to consider whether
ourselves in Clinton Hill of a their own needs are satisfied by
deeper sort than days can meas- life in the universities and the
ure.
professions as now constituted, or
"DOOR by door, block by block, whether they must find an alterwe asked people to band together native by taking sides, risky as it
for better jobs, housing and must M, with the movement for
schools, and something deeper, the truly democratic society we
for real control over living con- are trying to build."
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Old Student Handbook Notes
Days of Tranquility at Lawrence

AT

( LOVPS.

\

. THE TRANQUIL days when Lawrence university
students rented rowboat.s for ten cent.s an hour or hired
a team from the livery stable just west of the Presbyterian church were recalled recently when a 1900 student handbook came into the temporary
possession of Herbert H. Helble,
retired principal of Appleton High
school.
THE VEST - POCKET sized
leather bound book gave a wealth
of advice on personal conduct at
college, as well as describing a
Lawrence that is markedly different from the institution today.
Students were advised that
eommittees of YMCA and YWCA
members, wearing the institution's color would meet each
"Day train" at the opening of the
sehool year, and that the Y ran
housing. "Be sure to have your
mail directed to the street and
number, as Appleton has free
delivery," neweomers were told.
Included in a page ·of "Don'ts
for freshmen" were the following
item~on't leave the chapel before the upperclassmen, don't
call on the president except at his
regular office hours, don't disturb order in the library, and
don't forget that people who are
prominent in their freshman
year play \, out before they are
'seniors.
STRIKING a more positive
note, there was a page of "Remember' s" such as- ''It is more
work to get out of work than to
do it," Your folks at home would
be glad to hear from yoti oc-

casionally," "The Sabbath was
made to rest in, and not tD
study." "Patronize your fellow
students who are in business,"
"The Fox river is here for the
use of students." and "Don't excite the jealousy of upperclassmen by becoming too popular."
StudenCB were offered the eervices of "an electric laundry".
the pleasure yacht Fawn, repalnl
on their "wheels" and were urged to use the hills and rarines
for the "great nerve-giving sport
of skiing."
The three tennis courts on the
campus, it was noted~ were all
reserved-one for the 'Univer
sity Hall girls,' one for the Bol>
benha Tennis Club and one for
the Observatory Tennis club.
"ONE evening each month is
devoted to mission," it was stat
ed in the section on religious
meetings. "Reports and letters
from Lawrence students in for
eign fields are read and also
home students interest us with
talks and p~ayers. Thus the
knowledge and enthusiasm is in
creased, and we are kept m
touch with missionaries in whom
we are interested."
But perhaps times taaven't
changed so much after all. The

student missionary of another day
now finds himself in the Peace
Corps.

For Better BARBER SERVICE
. . . See ...

Orv's Barber Shop
108 South Oneida Street
Across from the Zuelke Building
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Buetow's Bea~ty Shop
225 E. College Avenue - Phone 4-2131
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Platforms for Senate Treasurer
Alan Stern
It seems to me the Treasurer's
job concerns two major areas.

First he should try t:o budget the
available funds so each committee gets the maximum amount
possible to work with, within the
limits of the budget. Second, he
should try to make the use of this
money - the financial end of the
year's activities - operate in the
smoothest manner possible. In
other words, once the money has
been allotted for the year, the
treasurer has the responsibility to
make the channeling of funds
throughout the year the most efficient operation he can.
T.h e activities I .have been in
have shown me lboth areas. As
co-€ditor of the Ariel and treasurer of People-to-People, as well as
many other activities, I have seen
both the creation of budgets for
SEC and the handling of a budget
through the year.
But most important, I think, I
have seen and experienced many
of the difficulties involved in both
handling the budget through the
school year, and the sending and
receiving of funds through the
course of the year's school activities.
Because of this, I propose to do
the following: First, I will continue the policy of preparing a
tentative budget for next year before the end of school this year.
Second, I will maintain and ex-

pand as much as possible the
monthly reports and detailed listing of committee expenditures so
a closer view of the state of the
budget may always ;be maintained.
Third, I hope to initiate a more
efficient system of channeling of
spending within the various committees, so the committee chairman ,and treasurer and the SEC
treasurer will know not only when
and where, but who is handling
funds.
Finally, I will attempt upon examining the operations of the committees and the treasurer's positions, to put into effect any other
procedures and rules necessary
to insure both a profitable year
and a more efficient handling of
school funds.
ALAN STERN.

• • •

Edward D. Tobias
My candidacy for Student Senate .t reasurer is based upon a
sincere interest in the student
government of Lawrence University. I feel, as have several candidates in the past, that the treasurer, above and beyond his regular accounting duties, should act
in an advisory capacity. For perhaps no other person in the Student Senate is as acquainted with
its financial affairs as it the
treasurer.
From this position the treasur-
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HELLERl LAUNDERETTE
QUICKEST LAUNDRY SERVICE ON CAMPUS

Specializing in

WHITE or COLORED SHIRTS
PROFESSION ALLY LAUNDERED with Daily
Camp us Pickup ·and Delivery.
ONE DAY SERVICE When Needed
Call Campus Represestativ~s. Charles Ctapp 316,
Bill Rowe 306, Jim Lynum 359 or

Phone RE 4-5674

er would and should be able to
advise student groups requesting
student government funds. He
would be able to state whether or
not the Senate would be able to
aid them, and in what ways.
If the Student Senate were unable to support the project, he
could refer the requesting organ•
ization to other sources of financial aid.
As well as being an active and
well-informed student officer I
feel that the treasurer sh~uld
maintain a strict supervision of
the financial status of the individual Student Senate committees.
If elected, I would call for bimonthly financial reports from
the several committees, in the belief that this would aid in keeping the 1965-66 budget in balance
and best utilize its potential.
I believe that student organizations should be thoroughly investi.
gated, in order to discern wheth·
er they are receiving proper fi.
nancial support from the Student
Senate for their services. I further believe that student opinion
could be consulted regarding this
support.
Though I have not previously
held a position in the Lawrence
student government, I feel that I
am qualified to perform the duties of the treasurer. I base my '
qualifications on the fact that for
the past two summers I have
worked in the Investment Re-search Division of Pittsburgh Na·
tional Bank's Trust Department
and will again this summer.
During my months there I was
employed as a research statistician and analyst, work much the
same as that I would perform for
the Student Senate.
I believe that, . if elected, I
could work to increase the f inancial efficiency of the Student Sen·
ate and thus provide a more useful reoresentation of student interest -and opinion.
EDWARD D. TOBIAS

.
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Platforms for Office of Student Senate Vice-President
Lynne E. Ansorge
Qualifications:
1. Student Senate representative
2. Co-Chairman of the Student
Senate sponsored Civil Rights
Week
3. Co-Chairman of the Student
Senate Polling Committee
4. Active participation OD the
New Student Week Committee
and other Student Senate committees
5. LWA representative
6. Member of Women's Judicial

Board
7. Head proctor of Sage
8. Honors and high honors

'lbe office of vice-president of
the Student Senate entails, of
a>urse, taking over for the president when necessary. 'fflis has often defined the limits of the job,
but my platform is based on the
conviction that, as the role of
student govermnent at Lawrence
is expanding and gaining in importance. so the job of the student body vice~president can be
made more dynamic and valuable, and can become more of an
integral and integrating force in
student affairs.
The Student Senate is expanding its. areas of interest, which I
consider to be a good trend, and
one that ought to be encouraged
and continued.
As this occurs, the duties of the
president . increase; correspondingly. the vice-president should
assmne a greater share in these
duties, increasing the amount of
contact with students. faculty and
administration. and increasing the
efficiency of the Student Senate.
While programs are initiated
through the presiden_t and representatives, the vice-president can
take the initiative in following up
those proposals under consideration by the Student Senate.
Like the president, he must be
accessible to those who wish to
express their opinions and ideas,
and he can actively solicit opinions, interest, ideas and support
for Student ·Senate programs.
The vice-presidency can be a
creative job, not merely figurehead office. The duties of this officer can and must be expanded
to meet the higher level of student interest in both academic
and extracurricular affairs.
For instance, when special committees are institut.ed, such as the
recent study on the grading system, the vice-president can oversee these committees for the president an<l co-ordinate them with
the rest of the Student Senate.
It is the duty of the vice-president to co-ordinate the working
ann .of the Student Senate, which
is the commifJtees. Much more
can be done in this· area.
Specifically, the vice-president
can work with the treasurer and
the committee co-chairmen on
budget policies. These budgets
can be better co-ordinated, and
much unnecessary overlapping
that now occurs can be eliminated.
For ·instance, instead of each
committee ordering its owd s~
plies, involving many of the same
it.ems, the vice-president. the
treasurer and the co-chairmen
could draw up a list of the total
amount of supplies needed for
the year.
Investigation shows that buying these supplies wholesale could
save the Student Senate a great
deal of money. The supplies could
be stored in the Union cabinets
and requisitioned when needed.
Another duty of the vice-president is to implement the policies
of the administration and the
Student Senate. An example of
how this job can be approached
is the case of WLFM, which is
adding AM coverage.
The vice-president sits on the
board of control of WLFM, and
through his position could active-

a

ly solicit student opinion as to
what type of programs the students want to hear. He can a1so
help publicize the change that is
being made.
'lbe vice-president is the head
of Student Senate publicity. In
this capacity he could establish a
publicity committee on a largescale basis for the purpose of providing adequate coverage of the
increasing nmnber of events being sponsored by the Student
Senate. ·'11lis is especially important in view of the inc~ing
range of inte~sts in the Student
Senate.
With regard to the calendar, I
think the vice-president could do
much to improve the scheduling
of events in order to prevent conmets and to see that programs

are well-spaced.
For

instance.

the Academic

Aims conference followed right

on

the heels of the Religion in Life
conference. If such programs
were more properly spaced, student interest and participation
could more easily be maximized.
If the vice-president is directly
interested in scheduling activities
he must also be concerned with
student participation in these activities and should assume more
of the responsibility for arousing
student interest in such programs.
In summary' the vice-president
ean do much more than just act
as a substitute for the president.
He can and should play a creative role in student government
He is a special representative
of the students, the .faculty and
the administration. and as such
can work actively for the combined interests of these groups.
At a time when student gove~
ment is becoming an increasingly
potent force on this campus, the
vice-president .of the Student Senate must also increase his role in
this structure and realize some of
the potentialities of this job. That
is what l want to see happen,
what I would like to achieve in
this post.
LYNNE E. ANSORGE

Martin f. Akor
i, 'Martin F. Akor, do hereby
submit my platform for Vice~esident of the Student Senate. I
shall outline my past experience
in government at the university
and national levels, my activities
on the Lawrence campus, and my
proposals for a better Lawrence
university.
In my home country, I gained
the following eXiperience:
1. Two years as Prefect in a

hi~ school.
2.,. One year as Foreign Affairs
minister of the Student Executive
eauncil of the Cameroon College
of Arts and Science. This involved regular contact and exchange
of ideas between the Cameroon
student body and the U.S. National Student association ,based in
Philadelphia. I also kept regular
contact between our Cameroon
student government and the Coordinating secretariat of the International Student Conference at Leiden in the Netherlands.
~. I was polling officer in the
Cameroon Republic federal elections of '1962.
4. I have been Secretary General of the Akum Students foundation, a regional student organization in IBamenda, West Cameroon.
5. Foreign experience including Cameroon. Nigeria, Rome and
Dublin.
On the Lawrence campus, my
experience is as follows:
1. Member of SEC from Trever
during the last acadernic year.
2. Member of Newman club.
3. Member of the People-toPeople organization.
4. Honorary member of the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Following are my proposals for
·building a greater Lawrence com·

munity. Of course, I will work in ultimate control in these areas.
harmony with the President. but There is an essential distinction
I believe my proposals will sup- between participation and conplement rather than conflict with trol
his views.
By consulting on the plans for
IBeing familiar with student gov- the new infirmary, by proposing
ernment here and abroad, it will a grading system which had the
be one of my major objectives to approval of many faculty. by inadd some of the advantages of for- vestigating the wage system, stueign student government to those dents have shown that they can
of .American.
participate effectively and profitI will endeavor to foster the idea ably in academic and administrathat the most important decisions, tive decisions.
affecting a lar.ge part of the stuIt is the Student Senate which,
dent body. should be decided by I believe, should take this responreferendum of all the students. sibility. The Student Senate must
This will stimtiat.e student discus- be the aggregate of the diverse
sion and unity.
interests of the students; it must
An example of such an impor- work to satisfy the social, cultur·
tant issue is the grading system. al and academic desires of orI believe that the ri<rgrade system ganizations and individuals on the
as practiced at Carlton or Reed campus.
should be seriously looked into.
In order to do this effectively,
-In general, more proposals the Senat.e cannot be just another
should be brought up in the Stu- club or board or committee. It
dent Senate which meet real stube the board, co-ordinating
dent desires and needs. Some ef- decisions for all the students,
fort should be made to overcome considering the welfare of the enthe apathy w1iich characterizes tire student body.
our campus.
My proposa1s for the office of
I see the Student Senate as the
Vice-President
stem from this
mouthpiece of the entire student
philosophy of student government.
body. and therefore I believe that
of the duties of the Vice-Presthe Senate has the right to offer One
ident, according to the -Constitusuggestions and act on matters
tion, is to supervise the conunitboth academic and non-academic
tees of the Student Senate.
which in any way affect the LawIf the Senate is to satisfy the
rence students, directly or indidesires of the students, the Vicerectly.
President must be sensitive to
My fellow students, I await your
these desires and must use his
final approval on March first.
initiative and imagination to develop new activities and projects
MARTIN F. AKOIL
for the committees.
Students continually express
dissatisfaction with the activities
of the Convocation . and ·Special
Projects Committees. I would
I, Craig HatTis, do hereby sub- regard these as prime areas of
mit my platform for VJce..Presi- interest, but I do believe that the
dent of the Student Body. I would Vice-President must exercise his
ask that, in evaluating my can- initiative in all areas.
didacy, you consider my past acAs a second aspect of the sutivities, philosophy of student pervision of Committees by the
government and specific propos- Vice-President, I would emphasize
als for the vice-presidency.
a closer review of their activiI have been a member of the ties. At present, the committees
Representative Council since the submit monthly' budget reports
beginning of ·my freshman year. I to the Treasurer of the Student
was chairman of the StudentWage Senate.
Committee. I served as chainnan
I would suggest that r~ports of
of the Constitution Revision Com- the month's activities and exmittee and as a member of the penses and projected activities
SEC Committee on Representa- and expenses to the Vice-Presition. I am presently on Presi- dent and Treasurer jointly.
dent's Committee and attended
Thus, the review and criticism
Encampment last year.
People have often divided the of committee activities could be
Lawrence community into three a continual process, rather than
groups - faculty, administration the brief affair, as it is now, when
and students. These. groups are new chairmen are elected. If the
occasionally viewed as separate Vice-President felt that a commitentities, with separate powers and tee were acting unwisely, he
separat.e activities; however, I could report this to the Senate
believe they must be seen as and recommend action.
Last fall, when the final budthree closely interacting groups.
There are no powers or acti- get was approved it was suggestvities that concern only one or ed that the Student Senate retwo of the three groups. One as- quest a larger activities fee than
sociates academic affairs with ~he $17.50 per student it now rethe faculty and non-curricular af- ceives from the administration.
fairs with the administration. If elected Vice-President, I would
But neither the academic nor the regard it as my first duty to
extra-curricular must ever ob- work with the Treasurer and the
scure the other; the faculty and committee chairmen in drawing
administration must work togeth- up this request.
The activities fee has not been
er.
And since decisions in both the
areas affect the students, I beUeve that students must work
with the faculty and administration on them. This is not to say
that the faculty and the administration should relinquish their

must

Craig K. Harris

increased since 1962, although the
activities of Social, ~
Student and U~n Committees
have greatly expanded. I believe
that this fact. combined with the
rising cost of materials and services, justifies and necessitates
an increase- in the activities fee.
One of the committees which I
would specifically seek to improve is Speakers Committee.
This committee was established
last year to bring to Lawrence
noted speakers in the area of pflllitics and current events. but :t
has hitherto been only partially
effective.
First, I believe that Speakea
Committee should take the initiative in inviting speakers, rather
than waiting for them to be in
the area. This will be feasible
next year, since Student Senate
will not face the financial deficit
it has this year.
Second, the members of the
Speakers Committee should regularly read the Madison and Milwaukee newspapers and the newspapers the Lawrentian receives
from nearby campuses. By doing
this, they can find out what speakers will be coming to this area
so that 'fe can obtain them at a
small cost.
Finally, I believe that the VicePresident must play a stronger
role in administering the school
calendar. '!be Vice-President is
often aware of many planned
meetings or lectures of which the
Dean's Office is unaware.
If all clubs . would report all
scheduled activities to him, the
conflicts that occur several times
a year, when two major events
are scheduled at the same time.
could be avoided. 'Ibe Vice-President would be able to effectively
ad\tise the chairmen of committees and clubs of the best date for
a meeting.
In addition, closer supervision
of the calendar could create opportunities for a fourth Special
Projects concert as many students wish, or other major activities.
Co-ordination of committees
and clubs · are but some of the
Vice..President's duties. He also
represents the student body on
the WLFM Board, which will be
concerned with the change to AM,
and on the LWA Board, which
considers women's rules and activities.
However, I believe that the
most important duty of the VicePresident in the next year will
be the improvement of the services rendered by the Student
Senate committees.
In my philosophy and my proposals. I have tried to emphasize
that the Vice-President must seek
areas in which to improve the
services rendered by Student Senat.e and areas of concern to the
students in which the Student
Senate can initiate action and
service. With a pledge that I can
fulfill this duty, I submit to you
my candidacy for Vice-President
of the S_tudent Body.
CRAIG K. HARRIS
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By TODD MITCHELL

VIKES TO FACE RIPON
Viking eagers will travel to
Ripon Saturday to face their
arch-rivals. The Redmen presently bold second place in the
Midwest conference.

Although the Lawrence swimming team has com- Quad Squads
piled a disappointing 1-5 dual record so far this season, the potential of next year's squad merits enthusiasm.
Quality, not quantity, highlights this year's frosh
contingent. Five swimmers and two 4ivers constit~te
The interfraternity sports schedthe talent which may well help coach R. Eugene Davis
win another tank title. The five swimmers have already ules were abbreviated last week
slashed four freshman records, including three in the because of Winter weekend. In the
only basketball action, the Sig
Wayland meet last Tuesday.
Eps defeated the Phi Taus, the
While losing five seniors--three freestylers, ,me Delts lbeat the Phi Garns and the
breas.t stroker and a diver, Davis will be gaining great- Phi Delts topped the Betas.
er strength in all events. The addition of this year's
In last Tuesday's games, the
freshmen will give the Vikes a formidable medley re- Phi 'Delts ibeat the Fijis, the Betas
lay, a powerful one-two punch .in t~e breast strok~, ,b eat the Sig Eps in overtime and
and ,t hree good backstrokers. For the first time in sev- the Delts defeated the Taus.
The standings to dat.e read:
eral years, the team will be potentially strong in all
w. L.
the freestyle events.
90
'P hi Delts
According to this season's times, a medley relay
6
3
Delts
team of John Sanders (backstroke), John Isaac or Ken
4
5
Betas
Melnick (breast stroke), Fred Nordeen (butterfly)
4
5
Fijis
and Pete House (freestyle) could take any team in the
3
6
Sig Eps
conference and set a conference record. House's all1
8
Phi Taus
around ability makes him a :threat for next year's cori• w. L.
f erence foes in the butterfly, freestyle, individual
medley, and relays in particular.
3
7
Knox
Ken Melnick has defeated Isaac in the 200-yard Ripon
8
5
breast stroke and set a freshman record Tuesday in Beloit
6
7
6
7
;the 100 event. Hugh Dennison is predominately a dis- Coe
6
7
tance freestyler although he participated on the rec- St. Olaf
6
7
Carleton
ord-setting freestyle relay this year.
7
6
Jay Coe, a fast improving sprinter, will add depth Lawrence
5
4
in freestyle events. The two divers, John Edstrom and Cornell
6
3
Larry Breeding, along with Larry Wilson, should help Grinnell
3
7
Monmouth
preserve Lawrence's diving reputation. House, along
with Dana Zitek and Nordeen, Sanders, Coe or Dennison should be conference contenders in the free style
College Swim Meet
relay.
The frosh will be hosts with the varsity against Be- To Be Tomorrow
loit next week and wiHalso participate in the ConferThe All-College swimming meet
ence Freshman Telegraphic. Several freshman records will be held at 1: 30 p.m., Saturwill be in jeopardy in these final events of the season. day, February 20 in Alexander

Phi Delfs Top Quad
In Cage Standings

1

VIKING CAGER Tom Steinmetz scores against Mon·

mouth in the Winter weekend game. Steinmetz shot
23 points to help the Vikes top Monmouth 79-69.

••
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The VILLAGE INN
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STUDENT
SPECIAL

gym. Anyone who has not received a varsity swimming letter is
eligible.
The events will be the 50-yard
c r a-w 1 , backstroke, butterfly,
breast ·stroke, and 1 meter diving.
All-college medals will be awarded for first places. Entrants must
sign up for events on the bulletin
board in the gym.

Viking
NOW thru Tues.
Sat. & Sun. ConL 1 p.m.
We believe this is the funniest
(best> movie Jerry Lewis has

made,

JERRY
LEWIS

D110ID1R\r
0 DERLY
TECHNICOLORS

8 lbs•...... 99c
1

Oshkosh Beats Vikes;
Mermen Win 2 Events
THE VIKING swimming team tr~veled to Oshkosh
last Saturday night where they were soundly defeated
by the Titans, 69-26. The Oshkosh squad won nine of
11 events, including both relays.
THE ONLY Lawrence wins were

posted by conference diving
champ 'Dan Foster and by butterflier Fred Nordeen. High point
man for Coach R. Eugene Davis'
tankmen was Todd !Mitchell who
scored -seconds in the 50- and 1~
yard freestyle events. The 1~
yard free was the only event
where the Vikes placed two men
in the top three.
Times were generally slower
than normal because the pool bad
been lowered several inches below
the gutters during a ten-team high
school meet that afternoon, creating choppy waters for the evening
meet.
!Results:
400-y.ard medley relay: · Tanner,
Youngsteadt, Polacheck, Meyer
(0) 4:1'3.8
•
200-yard freestyle: Thomas (0),
Lenzy ([.,), McCoy CO> 2:05.7
~yard freestyle: Silver (0),
Mitchell <L>, 'Baggett CO> 24.9
200-yard individual medley: Pol-

II
I
i

acheck:

Kluck

(0),

(0),

Ferguson

([.) 2:25.8

Diving: Foster ('L>, Cavanaugh
<O>, ,Portman CO>
200-yard butterfly: Nordeen (L>,
Meyer <O>, Kluck CO) 2:35.7
l~yard freestyle: Srlver (0>,
'Mitchell <L>, Zitek (L) 58.2
200-yard backstroke: Bryant <O>.
Wenzel (0), Thomas <L>
500-yard freestyle: Thomas (0>,
Mueller (0), Lenz <L> 5:58.2 (new
school and pool record)
200-yard breast stroke: · Tanner
(0), Isaac (L>, Wanner CO>
400-yard freestyle . relay: Silver, Thomas, !Meyer, Polacheck
1

(0) 3:49.1

This week the mermen prepare
for a dual meet at home. with
Stevens 'Point on Tuesday. In two
weeks, the team will travel to
Northfield, Minn., to defend their
'Midwest conference title at the
conference meet to be held in
Carleton's new pool.
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•
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for
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Road Jinx Plagues Vikings;
Cagers Lose to Coe, Beloit
Drop to Sixth in MWC
After Rise to Third Place
THE INJURY'..ridden Lawrence Vikings were again
unable to break the road jinx that has plagued them
' all year as they dropped two more Midwest conference
games, to Coe Friday 100-81, and
to !Beloit Saturday, 71-71. The
double defeat dropped the Vikings
to a sixth-place tie with Carleton.
AS THE Yikes travelled to Cedar Rapids Friday. reserve guards
'Rick Kroos and Bill Prange did
not accompany them. Regulars
Mike O'Fallon and Gordy Bond
were also not at full speed because of bad ankles.
From the outset it appeared
that the Vikes were vndermanned
as Coe jumped tn • big lead. and
was never tbreatenecl. Leading
scorers for the Yikes were Earl
Hoover with %1 and Dick Schultz
with 16.
The reserves 5311V quite a bit of

VIKE EARL Hoover,, twelfth highest R!cner in the
conference, rebounds during the game with Monmouth. That weekend's two wins against Knox and
Monmouth moved Lawrence into a tie for third place
in the Midwest conference.

Wrestlers Down Siwashers,
Fall to Scots in Dual Meet
THE ROBERTS-coached matrnen split a ·"double
duel" Saturday, Feb. 13, whipping Knox, 25-18, but
getting dumped by Monmouth, 28-8. By ·s plitting these

action and did well. Phil Strong
hit 12 points, Jim Swanson 10, !Bill
Benowicz 1 and Bruce Elliott
broke into the scoring column for
the first time with a basket
AGAINST 1.Beloit Saturday, the
Lawrence manpower problem was
the deciding 'factor. It was a close
contest ai the way and Lawrence
battled back from a 40-36 halftime deficit ·to threaten several
times in the second haJ1'.
Vlke hopes were dealt a severe
blow when guard Schultz fouled
out with about five minutes to
play.

Even without Schultz, who scored 21 points, the Yikes closed the
two dual meets, held at the Knox
gap, hut couldn't gain the lead.
campus, the Vikes brought their ertson in their heavyweight bout. This was where the loss of Kroos
In the second meet of the day and Prange was felt most severeseason record to 3-2.
IN THE first meet, against the ·the Vikes quickly recovered from ly.
Monmouth Scots, the Vikes faeed the Monmouth match as they con- \
SMITH of Beloit hit 31 points to
the leading contender in the bat- quered the Knox Siwashers, ~18.
Gignilliat fell at his 123 pound pace the Bucanneers to their 71tle to dethrone Cornell, the perrenial champion of the Midwest bout, lbut Jesse Oden came back 71 victory. Leading scorer for
conference. Paced by By !Reed, at 130 pounds to give the Yikes a Lawrence was Tom Steinmetz who
123 pounds, and Bill Taytlor, 157
'5-3 lead. Knox went ahead when hit 22 points, bouncing back from
pounds, both defending conference they knocked off Santose and a 10 point output Friday.
On the weekend of February 5-6
champions, who lbeat John Gignil- Moore at 137 and 147 pounds, rethe Vikings upset league-leading
liat and Al Blomgren, respective- spectively.
Knox 70-68 in overtime and defeatly, the. Scots proved to be the
AL BLOMGREN came · back
toughest dual meet opponent the · after his morning match and pin- ed last place (Monmouth 79-69.
FRIDAY NIGIIT, Knox came to
Vikes have met this year.
ned Knox's tough Ken Ryder in
.Jesse Oden, 130 pounds and ·137 6:25. Captain Bert Hansen, 167 Lawrence looking for a repeat of
pounder Chuck Santose also fell to pounds, and Rich Agness, 177 their easy victory several weeks
their Monmouth opponents. Dave pounds, notched two more vic- earlier. Aifter four minutes, the
game was still a toss-up. Although
Moore, the Vikes' fine 147 pound
tories for the Vikes.
grappler, copped the day's first
The Vikes' fourt.h win in a row Lawrence had not been able to
score a point, Knox had only manvictory for the Vikes. Captain came as Gerry Gatzke, 191 lbs,
aged a basket and · a freethrow . .
pinned Knox's Bill Churchill in
Bert Hansen led in his match but
1:55. At heavyweight Jack Rob1Midway through the first half,
could not keep the lead .and he too
fell to the Scots.
ertson lost .a tough match to Tom as the Vike offense was starting
to lag, Coach Rusk sent in guard
Rich Agness, the Vikes only Witz.
double winner for the day, easily
This Saturday afternoon the Rick Kroos, lo make his first apdefeated Art ·Buckley, last year's Vike matmen tangle with Carroll pearance since the Christmas
top 191 pound dual meet wrestler, college in their final home ap- tournament. Kroos sparked the
in the 171 pound class. Agness ran pearance of the season.
attack with two quick baskets; the
his dual record to 5-0 in Saturday's
The freshmen will get their sec- Vikes then opened up a small lead
action.
ond workout of the season as they and held on to a 39-33 edge at
go against theist. Norbert varsity half-time.
AT 191 pounds Gerry Gatzke was
!N THE second half Knox changknocked from the realms of the in a match prior to the varsity.
undefeated as he fell to Mon- The frosh meet will start at 1 p.m. ed their defensive strategy and
mouth's Rick Paasch. Paasch's and wiH !be the only home appear- loosened up on Steinmetz and
big brother Earl also was victori- ance of the season for the frosh Hoover, who immediately Mgan
scoring. Duriing this st_rereh, Lawous as he knocked off Jack .Rob- grapplers.
1

rence opened up leads of as much
as nine points. As the game neared the close, the Siwashers suddenly came to life, began hittin·g
from outside and soon closed the
gap.
Lawrence, two points ahead with
two minutes to go, decided to
stall. They were successful for
a whDe, but Knox tied the ball up,
won the ensuing jump and moved
down to score the tleing biasket.
The .Vikes stalled again, and Knox
got the ball with. ten seconds re•
maining but missed the last shot.
The game was forced into overtime with the score 66-86.

In the overtiime, most of both
teams' time was spent maneuv-

ering for percentage shots. Hoov·
er hit two freethrows to give the
Vikes the lead, · but the Siwash
captain Brandon Piper hit a loog
jmnp-shot to tie it at 68-68 with
less than a minute to go. Vike
guard Schultz then hit a shot to
push it to 70-68 where it remainea
as the Vikes rebounded an unsuccessful Knox shot and stalled

th.e

time out.
SATURDAY, agaimt Monmouth,
the team put on a display of
shooting ~ Steinmetz had 23 and
Hoover scored 21 points. The
bench provided a Mft in this game
as Kroos hit eight and soph Jim
Swanson hit four. Although the
score did not indicate it, the
Yikes seemed in control of this
game almost all the way and ap-·
peared to be waiting for the appropriate moment to break the
game open!
It happened in the second half
as the Vikes, ·leading 38-36 et the
half, jumped . away behind 13
points second-half perfonnances
by both steimnetz ~ Hoover.
Bond played well both games,
with ·hJs 11 point output o~ Saturday and ten points on Friday, and
his rebounding and defense played · integral parts In both victories.
The standings find Knox still in
first with a 7-3 record. Next Sat·
urday, Lawrence travels to arch.
rival Ripon, who is presently in
second place with a 8-5 record, to
try and duplicate their home victory and break their road jinx.
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HOCKEY RESULTS
In last Wednesday night's
game, the Lawrence Hockey
club fell to the semi-pro former state champion Fond du
Lac Bears, 7-5. On Monday,
Feb. 8, the Green Bay Hornets
slipped past the Lawrentians,
12-9.
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A FEW NEW PAPERBACK TITLES
THE WORLD OF VENICE by James Morris
THE MAN WHO WAS NOT WITH IT by Herbert Gold
CRISIS IN BLACK AND WHITE by Charles E. Silberman
THE WORLD OF ZEN edited by Nancy Wilson Ross
THE CHINA TANGLE by Herbert Feis
STRUCTURE OF FREEDOM by Christian Bay
CAUSES IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS by James B. Christopher
8. ROMAN WALL by Bryher

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

PADDLEBALL TOURNAMENT
WRA is sponsoring it paddleball tournament for any stu.
dents or faculty members who
wish to panlclpate. Anyone
who is interested should COD·
tact Carolyn Fisher, extension
345.

Frosh Swimmers
Lose First Meet
After an inspired effort, the
Lawrence ,frosh tankers dropped
their first meet of the season last
Tuesday to a well-balanced Wayland :Academy team, 53-42. 'J1te
score is not a true indication of
the closenes~ (,f the meet as the
Lawrence team is composed of
just five swimmers and two divers. Because . of this, Lawrence
was forced to forfeit the last relay.
Ken Melnick' s performance in
the 100-yard breaststroke for the
Lawrence team was the high point
of the meet as he set new pool and
freshman records ·in the time of
1: 09.2. High scorer of the meet
was .Pete HQuse who won the 20()..
yard individual medley, and the
100-yard butterfly.
House teamed up with John SMders, Melnick and Jay Coe to win
the ~yard medley relay. House's
time of 60.4 in the 100-yard butterfly is a new frosh record.

'so

Sanders a
won his specialty.
the 1100-yard backstroke, in a new
frosh record time of 1:06.1. John
Edstrom won the diving while Larry !Breeding finished third. Hugh
Denison picked up points while
placing second in the 100-yard and
200-yaro freestyle races.
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•
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